In this paper we study the generalized lower(k)record values arising from the Fréchet distribution. Expressions for the moments and product moments of those generalized lower(k)record values are derived. Some properties of generalized lower(k) record values which characterize the Fréchet distribution have been established. Also some distributional properties of generalized lower(k)record values arising from the Fréchet distribution are considered and used for suggesting an estimator for the shape parameter of the Fréchet distribution. The location and scale parameters are estimated using the Best Linear Unbiased Estimation procedure. Prediction of a future record using the Best Linear Unbiased Predictor has been studied. A real life data set is used to illustrate the results generated in this work.
Introduction
Record values and associated statistics are of great importance in several real life problems involving weather, economic studies, sports and so on. Chandler (1952) defined the record statistics as successive extremes occurring in a sequence of independent and identically distributed (iid ) random variables. The prediction of a future record value is an interesting problem with many real life applications. For example the predicted value of the amount of the next record level of water that a dam will capture and hold or discharge is helpful for future planning purposes, predicted intensity of the next strongest earthquake is essential for disaster management planning, prediction of the next level of a new record in athletic events is helpful for subjecting the prospective athletes to rigorous training and practice and so on.
In the available literature, much thrust is seen given to upper record values of sequences of iid observations drawn from continuous distributions. Lower record values have their own importance in certain problems of study. For example in stock markets a lower record value of the market index is of much interest to prospective investors to plan for their investment strategies. Lower record values of time to cover a fixed distance in freestyle swimming or in a marathon walk are interesting information for coaches participants and observers. For more details on the applications of record values, see Ahsanullah (1998) , Arnold et al. (1998) and Nevzorov (2001) .
Usually in many events such as athletics, share prices, temperatures etc.
interest lies on record values only and they alone are stored for future reference.
In such situations one is compelled to rely only upon the available record data to deal with inference problems of the parent distribution. A difficulty that one encounters in dealing with statistical inference problems based on record values has to do with the limited occurrence of record data, as the expected waiting time of occurrence of every record after the first is infinite. However one may observe that generally the kth record values as introduced by Dziubdziela and Kopocinski (1976) occur more frequently than those of the classical records. Further the sequence of kth record values is free from the inclusion of outliers occurring in the data. Suppose {X n } is a sequence of iid random variables. Then for a positive integer k ≥ 1, the sequence of kth lower record times {T L(n,k) , n ≥ 1} is defined as follows: T L(1,k) = 1, with probability 1 and for n > 1,
where X i:m denotes the ith order statistic in a sample of size m. Now if we write
then {X L(n,k) } is known as the sequence of the kth lower record values. For similar definitions of the kth upper record times and kth upper record values see, Bieniek and Szynal (2007) and Nevzorov (2001, p. 82) . If the parent distribution is absolutely continuous with cumulative distribution function (cdf) F (x) and probability density function (pdf) f (x), then the pdf f X L(n,k) (x) of X L(n,k) and the joint pdf f X L(m,k) ,X L(n,k) (x, y) of X L(m,k) and X L(n,k) are given by (see, Szynal (1998, 2000) )
,
The kth member of the sequence of the classical record values is also called as kth record value. This contradicts the kth record values as defined in Dziubdziela and Kopocinski (1976) . Pointing out this conflict in the usage of the kth record values of Dziubdziela and Kopocinski (1976) , and as it generates the classical record values for k = 1, Thomas (2013, 2014) have called the kth record values as defined in Dziubdziela and Kopocinski (1976) the Generalized record values. Agreeing with the contention of Thomas (2013, 2014) , we also call the kth record values of Dziubdziela and Kopocinski (1976) generalized(k)record values all through this paper.
It is to be noted that a lot of research is going on to detect outliers in data so as to delete them and devise more reasonable statistical methods to the problem of interest. The integer parameter k involved in generalized lower(k)record value (GLRV) can be chosen such that the type of record data that we have to depend upon discards the possible outliers which creep into the data. For example if initial scrutiny of the data reveals that there is a possibility of the occurrence of only one outlier in terms of its smallness in magnitude in the data, then it is enough to consider generalized lower(2)record values as the desirable record data that may be used for further analysis and storage of it for future purposes.
Inventing more and more characterization results based on the distributional properties of the statistics arising from a distribution makes the model mathematically tractable for developing statistical methods to analyse the data arising from it. Characterization properties makes a distribution mathematically informative and help a practicing statistician to decide on the suitability of the model in proposing it to a population from which some data sets are available. More over characterization properties based on generalized(k)record values for k > 1 makes the distribution capable of dealing with the analysis of the record data by eliminating some possible outliers which creep into the data. The above considerations motivate the authors to make a study on GLRVs arising from the well-known Fréchet distribution (FD).
Several applications of GLRVs can be found in the literature. For some recent works on characterization of parent distributions using recurrence relations on moments of generalized record values see, Thomas (2013, 2014) and Pawlas and Szynal (1998 , 1999 , 2000 .
In this work we mainly deal with some interesting properties of GLRVs arising from the FD and the application of those record values to deal with some inference problems of this distribution. Section 2 deals with the review of the FD and describes an instance where this distribution is found to be a suitable model. In Section 3 we derive the exact expressions for the means, variances and covariances of GLRVs arising from the FD. Further we have identified certain properties of GLRVs which characterize the FD and those characterization theorems are given in Section 4. In Section 5 we derive some interesting distributional aspects of the GLRV arising from the FD. Section 6 deals with the problem of estimation of the location and scale parameters of the FD when the shape parameter involved in it is known. In this section we discuss the simultaneous estimation of all parameters of the FD as well. In the last Section we consider the problem of prediction of the next immediate future GLRV that may occur from the FD using a Best Linear Unbiased Predictor (BLUP) based on initial GLRVs arising from a FD. We have illustrated further the method of predicting the next GLRV based on the initial GLRVs arising from the FD by using real life data.
Fréchet distribution
A random variable Z is said to have a FD (see, Fréchet (1927) ) if its probability density function is given by
where θ, σ and c are known as location, scale and shape parameters respectively. The cdf corresponding to the pdf given in (2.1) is
The standard form of the FD is one which is free from the location parameter θ and scale parameter σ and is given by the pdf
with the corresponding cdf given by
The FD (also known as inverse Weibull distribution) as defined in (2.1) can also be realized to be a special case of the generalized extreme value distribution (for details see, Castillo et al. (2004, p. 63) ). Further works on this distribution are available in Bury (1999) , Coles et al. (2001) and Castillo et al. (2004) . Attempts at estimating the parameters using classical record values arising from (2.1) are seen in Sultan (2010) .
The FD is considered to be a very good model to analyze data sets dealing with yearly sports and athletic records maintained over a period of time. For example consider the following data as reported in http://www.olympicsrecords.com regarding the Olympic records on time taken to cover the 200 m men's freestyle swim during the years 1900 to 2012.
If we apply the maximum likelihood method of estimation using Mathematica software, the estimates of the parameters obtained are given by c = 1.33694, σ = 5.3266 and θ = 100.825. The value of the Kolmogrov-Smirnov statistic computed for assessing the goodness-of-fit is 0.13023 which lies far below the 5% table critical value of 0.34890. Thus we conclude that the FD as defined in (2.1) is a good fit to the yearly record data on time taken to cover 200 m in the men's freestyle swim. 
GLRV arising from standard Fréchet distribution
Let {Y L(i,k) } be the sequence of GLRVs arising from the standard FD defined in (2.3). Then by (
where 0 < y < x < ∞. Using the expressions given in (3.1) and (3.2), we have derived the exact expressions for the means, variances and covariances of GLRVs arising from the standard FD and they are given below as:
Characterization of Fréchet distribution using GLRV
In this section we deal with some properties of GLRVs which characterize a sub-family Ᏺ of distributions belonging to the general family of the FD defined by the pdf (2.1). We say that a random variable X has a distribution belonging to Ᏺ if its pdf is given by
The cdf corresponding to (4.1) is then defined by
Throughout our subsequent discussions we may writeF (x) = 1 − F (x) to denote the survival function corresponding to the cdf F (x). We now prove the following Theorem.
Theorem 1. Let {X n , n ≥ 1} be a sequence of iid random variables each distributed identically with a common continuous cdf F (x) and pdf f (x). Let
where
and U = X L(n,k) . Then the Jacobian of the transformation is |J| = u t 2 . Thus we can write the joint pdf f T,U (t, u) of T and U as
where 0 < t < 1, u > 0, σ > 0 and c > 0. The marginal pdf of T is given by
Also the pdf f U (u) of U is given by
From (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7) we obtain f T,U (t, u) = f T (t)f U (u). Hence T and U are independently distributed. Now we prove the sufficient part of the
and U = X L(n,k) be distributed independently. Then the Jacobian of the transformation is |J| = u t 2 . Thus using (1.2) we can write the joint pdf f T,U (t, u) of T and U as
Since T and U are independent, we get the pdf f T (t) of T from (4.8) and (4.9) as
.
The distribution function of T is given by
On putting
We then have
The above result is true for every value of m, for m < n. On putting m = n − 1. We then have
where F T (t) is a function of t alone. Since 0 < u < ∞, on putting u = 1, in the above equation we get
Hence on multiplying both sides of the above equation by λ n−1 we get
n−1 and hence we write
The above equation can be further written as
where, H 1 (·) = λH(·). From Aczel (1960) , we observe that the only continuous solution of (4.11) is
is a distribution function withF (0) = 1, d must be negative. Hence we write F (x) = e −(x/σ) −c , where the constant c is positive. This completes the proof.
One can also state some more results whose proofs are just similar to the proof of Theorem 1 and hence we state those results without proof in the following corollaries.
Corollary 1. Let {X n , n ≥ 1} be a sequence of iid random variables each distributed identically with a common continuous cdf F (x) and pdf f (x). Let
Corollary 2. Let {X n , n ≥ 1} be a sequence of iid random variables each distributed identically with a common continuous cdf F (x) and pdf f (y). Let
Corollary 3. Let {X n , n ≥ 1} be a sequence of iid random variables each distributed identically with a common continuous cdf F (x) and pdf f (x). Let
Corollary 4. Let {X n , n ≥ 1} be a sequence of iid random variables each distributed identically with a common continuous cdf F (x) and pdf f (x). Let F (0) = 1 and F (x) < 1 for all x > 0. Let {X L(n,k) } be the sequence of GLRVs generated from the sequence
and X L(n,k) (for m < n) are independently distributed. Note 1. If we have several data sets from a population, then for any fixed n and m we may plot the points (T, U ) (where T , U are variables as defined in Theorem 1) corresponding to each data set in a graph sheet. If the points in the graph sheet are seen scattered all over the region without any pattern then as an implication of Theorem 1, one may conclude that the FD as defined in (4.1) could be taken as a suitable distribution of the population random variable. Similar attempts may be made with the results in each of the Corollaries 1 to 4 to check the suitability of the FD as a model to the population distribution.
Some distributional aspects of GLRV arising from the standard FD
It is to be noted that the basic results that we require to establish some properties on GLRVs arising from a distribution are already seen derived for the equivalent situations on generalized upper(k)record value (GURV) (for details see, Stam (1985) , Nevzorov (2001) , Ahmadi et al. (2009) ). Suppose {Y n } is a sequence of iid random variables. Then for a positive integer k ≥ 1, the sequence of generalized upper(k)record times {T U (n,k) , n ≥ 1} is defined as (see, Nevzorov (2001, p. 82) ):
T U (1,k) = k, with probability 1 and, for n ≥ 1
where Y i:m denotes the ith order statistic in a sample of size m. Now if we write
then {Y U (n,k) } is known as the sequence of the GURVs.
To derive the results to be discussed in this section we require some basic results such as the joint distribution of a collection of selected GLRVs arising from an arbitrary distribution whose support set is restricted to the set of positive real's say R + . It is clear to note that if X is a random variable with cdf F (x) and pdf f (x) with the support R + and if {X j , j ≥ 1} is a sequence of iid random variables which are identically distributed as X then we may construct the sequence {X L(n,k) , n ≥ 1} of the GLRVs of {X j , j ≥ 1}. In this case the sequence {Y n }, where
, n = 1, 2, . . . turns out to be the sequence of (Nevzorov (2001) , Ahmadi et al. (2009) ). Stam (1985) has established an excellent basic result which states that the Poisson processes generated by GURVs and the inter-record times are independent. Based on this property he has obtained the joint pdf of the first n GURVs arising from any arbitrary distribution. If {X U (j,k) , j = 1, 2, . . . , n} are the first n GURVs from the basic distribution with pdf f (x) and cdf F (x) then from Stam (1985) the joint pdf of {X U (j,k) , j = 1, 2, . . . , n} is given below
One may similarly establish the independence property of the Poisson processes generated by GLRVs and the associated inter-record times and thereby derive the joint pdf of the first n GLRVs. However since our interest is with GLRVs arising from an arbitrary distribution with support set R + , we deduce those results from the existing results available on the GURVs k) , where r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r i are integers such that 1 ≤ r 1 < r 2 < · · · < r i ≤ n, then we derive the joint pdf of (r 2 ,k) , . . . , 1 X L(r i ,k) using the result of Stam (1985) and then obtain the joint pdf of X L (r 1 ,k) , X L(r 2 ,k) , . . . , X L(r i ,k) by an appropriate inverse transform. Thus we have the following lemma. Lemma 1. Let {X j , j ≥ 1} be a sequence of iid random variables with pdf f (x) and cdf F (x) with support set R + . Let {X L(n,k) } be the sequence of GLRVs generated from the sequence {X j , j ≥ 1}. Let r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r i be positive integers such that 1 ≤ r 1 < r 2 < · · · < r i and let
Then the joint pdf of these selected GLRVs is given by
Proof. Let {X L(j,k) , j ≥ 1} be the sequence of generalized lower(k) record values arising from an arbitrary distribution with pdf f (x) and cdf F (x) defined over
, j ≥ 1} can be considered as a sequence of generalized upper(k)record values arising from a distribution with pdf 
The above equation is the joint pdf of selected generalized upper(k)record values arising from the cdf G(y)
. Then the above transformation leads to a joint pdf of selected GLRVs Z r 1 , Z r 2 , . . . , Z r i arising from the distribution function of the reciprocal random variable of a random variable, whose cdf is G(y) = 1 − F ( k) ). The proof of the lemma follows. Now we derive some properties of GLRVs arising from the standard FD as given below. k) can be derived using (5.6) and is given by
. , Y L(r i ,k) be the corresponding GLRVs arising from (2.3). Then the random variables
If we put v 1 = and v i = x r i then we have
The Jacobian of the transformation is given by
Using (5.8) in (5.7), multiplying it by |J| and simplifying we get
This proves the theorem.
We now consider the following Theorem.
Theorem 3. Let r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r i be positive integers such that
V 1 = Y L(r 1 ,k) Y L(r 2 ,k) , V 2 = Y L(r 2 ,k) Y L(r 3 ,k) , . . . , V i−1 = Y L(r i−1 ,k) Y L(r i ,k) and V i = Y L(r i ,k) , are all statistically independent. Further the dis- tribution of V j is given by the pdf g j (v j ) = cv −cr j −1 j (1−v −c j ) r j+1 −r j −1 B(r j ,r j+1 −r j ) , v j > 1, j = 1, 2, .
. . , i − 1 and that of V i is given by the pdf h(v
The proof of the above Theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 2 and hence is omitted. L(n,k) are the first n GLRVs arising from the standard FD. Then the random variables
Further the pdf of V j is given by
Proof. By putting i = n and r 1 = 1, r 2 = 2, . . . , r n = n in Theorem 3, we get the required result. 
If we put i = 2, r 1 = m and r 2 = n in Theorem 3, we observe the independence of
and Y L(n,k) and hence we have
The required result then easily follows. As a consequence of the above Theorem we then have
The importance of Theorem 3 is that it helps one to obtain the product moments of any order of GLRVs arising from the standard the FD in a very simple and elegant manner. For example if p, r, s, t are positive integers such that 1 ≤ p < r < s < t, then for the GLRVs
and t > a+b+d+e c .
Estimation of the parameters of the FD
In this section we consider the situations where the experimental details available are about only GLRVs observed at various time points on the variable under study. Hence the estimation methods proposed in both Subsections 6.1 and 6.2 utilize only the available GLRVs.
Estimation of the parameters of the FD when the shape param-
eter c is known In this section we describe the problem of the estimation of the location parameter θ and scale parameter σ of the FD defined by (2.1) based on the available GLRVs provided the shape parameter c is known by the least-squares method. Let . . , X L(n,k) be the first n GLRVs arising from the FD defined in (2.1) with known c.
. . , n are distributed as the first n GLRVs arising from the standard FD defined in (2.3). Assume that the mean and variance of Y L(i,k) are finite for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. From (3.3) and (3.5) we write ((σ i,j ) ). Now we can write
where 1 is a column vector of n ones and
Clearly (6.1) and (6.2) form the well-known generalized Gauss-Markoff setup. Then for
we obtain the BLUEs θ * and σ * of θ and σ respectively as (see, Arnold et al. (1998) ) (6.4) where a = (a 1:n , a 2:n , a 3:n , . . . , a n:n ) T and b = (b 1:n , b 2:n , b 3:n , . . . , b n:n ) T are the vectors of constants. Further
(6.5)
Now based on the expectations, variances and covariances of GLRVs arising from the FD we state and prove the following theorem, which helps one to obtain the coefficients of GLRVs involved in the estimators of θ and σ of the FD from the corresponding coefficients of the classical lower record values involved in the estimates of the above parameters. 
and
Proof. Let a be the coefficient vector of the BLUE of the location parameter (θ) based on the first n GLRVs. Then from (6.3) we have
From (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) we can write
where α 0 and Σ −1 0 are the mean vector and inverse of the dispersion matrix of the vector of the first n classical lower record values arising from the standard FD. So the coefficient vector of the BLUE of the location parameter based on first n GLRVs can be simplified as
The proof of 
Estimation of the parameters of the FD when all parameters are
unknown It is unrealistic to assume that the shape parameter c of the FD is always known. However when c is unknown we may first recommend an estimator of c and then use the BLUEs θ * and σ * for estimating θ and σ. In this case we make use of a systematic approach utilizing the concept of the method of moments estimation and BLUE using GLRVs to estimate the parameters. If L(n,k) are the first n available GLRVs arising from (2.1), then it is clear to note that (n,k) is the closest observation point to θ we may take X L(n,k) = θ 0 as an estimate of θ. Now from (5.11), if i > 1 c then we can write
of GLRVs arising from the standard FD defined by the pdf f 0 (y) which is given in (2.3). Now keeping in mind the approach adopted in the method of moments estimation we write the following
Now there are n−1 estimatesĉ 1 ,ĉ 2 , . . . ,ĉ n−1 for c so that, we may take the mean of these estimates as an estimateĉ of c and is given bŷ
Using this as a known value of c, now we use the results of Subsection 6.1 to estimate ultimately θ and σ by BLUEs.
To illustrate the closeness of the estimated value of c by using (6.9) with its true value, we have used Mathematica software and simulated 100 independent observations from the FD with scale parameter σ = 2.0 and location parameter µ = 1.0 and for some assumed values of c, collected GLRVs from them and repeated it for 1000 runs. In each case we estimated the shape parameter c, taken its average and it is given below.
It seems that in each case the estimated valueĉ is very close to the true value of the parameter c. 
From (7.4) and (7.5), the proof of the Theorem follows. The prediction coefficients of the available record values or GLRVs in predicting a future record is not seen determined specifically for the FD and hence we have determined those values for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, n = 2(1)5, c = 2.5(0.5)5 and they are presented in Table 3 . Due to the invariance nature of these coefficients for changing values of k, the above coefficients can be used for prediction of a future classical lower record value or for the prediction of a future GLRV for any k ≥ 2 as well. If c involved in (2.1) is unknown, then we use the estimateĉ as given in (6.9) and use that as a known value of c so as to apply the procedure described above to predict the future record value. As an illustration of the application of the results derived in this section, now we consider the GLRVs arising from the data given in Table 1 , which may be considered as a sample arising from the FD. When k = 2, the number of generalized records observed is 12 and are given by: 164.02, 145.02, 115.02, 112.78, 110.29, 109.81, 107.44, 107.25, 106.7, 105.35, 104.71, 103. 14. We have estimated the value of c based on these records and by the equation (6.9) as 1.36205. The condition for the existence of moments of GLRV with this estimated value of c will be satisfied for n ≥ 2. So we consider only the GLRVs X L(i,2) , for i = 2, 3, . . . , 12 for further estimation procedures by treating the data as left censored GLRVs excluding X L(1,k) . We have evaluated the parameters θ and σ as suggested in Subsection 6.1 and the obtained estimates are θ * = 93.8519 and σ * = 32.762. Further we use the formula given in (7.1) to predict the 13th generalized(2)lower record value and it is estimated as 102.572.
